WORKSHOP 1: GROWING IN SYNODAL
WORK WITHIN SCHOENSTATT

1. WORKSHOP GENERAL
INFORMATION

DATE: 			

Saturday, March 19, 2022

COORDINATORS:

Manrique and Lourdes Gutiérrez (Costa Rica)

MODE: 		
working groups.

Virtual: presentations and then exchanges in

EXHIBITORS:		

ADVISOR
ACCOMPANIMENTS:

1. Gonzalo and Ileana Montero de Vega (Costa Rica),
National Advisors of the Family Branch. Experience of the
work of Lay Advisors in Costa Rica.
2. Jaime and Lourdes Ortiz (Paraguay), National Advisors of the
Apostolic League of Families. Importance of Advising and Directing
the Movement in a Synodal Work.
3. Sister Gertrud - Maria Enhard (Hungary). Institute of Schoenstatt Sisters
of Mary. The Direction of the Movement shared with a couple from Hungary.

1. Fr. José Luis Correa Lira (Chile). Institute of Schoenstatt Fathers. Advisor and
National Director of Costa Rica. Continental Schoenstatt Coordinator.
2. Sr María Auxiliadora Bohórquez (Ecuador). Institute of Schoenstatt Sisters of
Mary. Continental Coordinator of Schoenstatt.

ASSISTANCE:			
Participants from 16 countries: Argentina, Austria/Hungary, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay,
Puerto Rico, United States and Uruguay.

2. ABOUT THE WORKSHOP

The presentations of this workshop highlighted the experience in advising and directing
the movement through the joint work of the different Schoenstatt communities, so that
the priests, consecrated and lay people are used in the same way, at the same level.

Experiences from three different countries were presented, where the Advising of priests
and/or consecrated persons is shared with Lay Advisors within the Schoenstatt Movement. These experiences show a concrete synodal work that has had a successful creative
result and is being projected in an organic growth of the movement in those places.

In this journey together, one does not exclude the other, but rather expresses the desire
of our Father and Founder about the role of the laity and their work together with the
Secular Institutes, expressed in question 16 of the book “The 150 Schoenstatt Questions”
to which one of the participants of the workshop made reference:

16. “What role do the laity play in the movement?
The laity are not in the Schoenstatt Work a ‘third order’ of the Secular
Institutes that exist in it. They are, so to speak, the central body of
Schoenstatt, at whose service are those who have been called to a life
consecrated to the Lord. They play, therefore, “an essential and leading
role”. Schoenstatt is a markedly lay Movement. Its spirituality has a
markedly lay or secular character (of those who live in this ‘seculum’), in
the midst of the world. The Secular Institutes of the Movement (including
the priests) also share the same secular spirituality.
The Schoenstatt structure also avoids any kind of clericalism, since the
advisors do not possess any juridical rights over the communities of the
Movement, but only offer them their service.”

3. INTRODUCTION:
ABOUT LAY ADVISORS
(P. José Luis Correa Lira1)

Preliminary clarifications:
o In the General Statutes of the Schoenstatt Work (Version 2017) we
speak of collaborators of the National Central. In Ibero-America we generally speak of ‘Advisors’.
o

We speak of Apostolic League. In many countries we speak of a Branch.

o
In practice there are almost no (priest) directors, but rather Diocesan Coordinators of
the Movement, mostly married couples.
o
The National Central gives its consent for the constitution of Diocesan Directorates (cf. Art.
47) and designates the diocesan director (cf. Art. 48, § 2). (Statutes No. 54).” In fact, this is done by
the National Director of the Movement in consultation (‘agreement’?) with the National Presidency
(when it exists)
1. Necessity and convenience
Given that in many dioceses and countries there are not enough consecrated advisors, it is necessary to
count on lay people to assume these tasks.
On the other hand, they are usually a very good complement to the consecrated.
2. Designation
As with all the advisors, the appointment of the members of the National Central (General Statutes No. 56.
Version 2017) is made by the Director of the Movement (not by the superiors of the communities).
The communities, especially Federations and Institutes, train and make available to the Director of the
Movement persons who could serve as advisors. Members of the Apostolic League (Branches) can also
be appointed as advisors. Being an advisor is not exclusive to the Federations or Institutes.
“The Schoenstatt Federations and the Schoenstatt Institutes (...) have within the Apostolic
Movement a function of pars motrix. As such they have a special responsibility for the animation of the entire Movement. They exercise it through their self-sacrificing collaboration in
the Presidencies and in the Central Offices”. (Statutes, No. 10)
“The formation and inspiration in the sense of Schoenstatt spirituality is the proper responsibility of the corresponding grouping of the League. With the consent of the Diocesan Leadership of a League grouping, the members of the
National Central Office subsidiarily support this task and work together
with the Diocesan Leadership of the respective grouping”. (Statutes,
No. 19)
1 National Advisor Schoenstatt Costa Rica and Continental Coordinator Schoenstatt - America - February, 16, 2022.

The National Advisors of a Branch are appointed by
the Director of the Movement: “they are appointed by
the Director of the Movement” (Statutes, No. 56). (Statutes,
No. 56). The Director of the Movement is responsible for the
appointment of the Advisors (members of the National Headquarters) (Cf.
Statutes, No. 59, 2).
Diocesan Advisors may be appointed by the Diocesan Coordinator after consultation with
the Director of the Movement.
Diocesan Branch Advisors require the concurrence of the Diocesan Coordinator of the
Movement for work in that diocese (Cf. Statutes, No. 49, 6).
The Branch Advisors of a diocese may be invited to meetings of the Diocesan Directorate.
3. Training. Accompaniment and supervision
It is the responsibility of both the community to which the advisors belong, as well as the
Movement Director.
4. Duration of the assignment
It is for a renewable period as many times as necessary.
The appointment is formally made by decree.
5. Types of Lay Advisors
They can be National Advisors and Diocesan Advisors.

4. SYNTHESIS OF THE WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS
1. COSTA RICA, Gonzalo and Ileana Montero de Vega...
The Lay Advisor’s Office arose due to the growth of the Family Branch and the need to delegate functions of
accompaniment and leadership by the National Advisor (Fr. José Luis Correa), which would allow for greater
coverage and to have more ‘right hands’ to establish a close, trusting and discreet contact with the leaders
and leaders, to help meet the needs and growth in other areas including Central America.
The Lay Advisors have the mission to assimilate the Kentenich charism and in this way faithfully guard the
principles, goals and ideas of Schoenstatt. In addition to pedagogically influencing the leadership and life
of the branches by accompanying, inspiring, enlightening, channeling, infecting, etc.... To fulfill this mission
requires that the person(s) fulfill some selection criteria that are mentioned.
The creative result in Costa Rica is reflected in the union and valorization of the communities that work
together co-responsibly; in a greater coverage and multiplication of the apostolic actions of the priestly
advisor and in a growth in the ‘family spirit’, with the consecrated and lay people acting as peers.

2. PARAGUAY. Jaime and Lourdes Ortiz.
Their approach was directed towards two objectives:
1. To emphasize the importance of advising and directing the movement through the joint work of
communities; 2. to emphasize the importance of the movement through the joint work of communities;
3. to emphasize the importance of the movement as a whole: Assuming a shared responsibility synodically; resulting in an enrichment and complementation between communities and in solidarity
of destinies and closeness, bringing a shared leadership.
2. The non-consecrated advisors favor the expansion of Schoenstatt by promoting the complementarity
between the laity and the consecrated; the detection and formation of good leaders and the power
to give confidence awakening a deep sense of founders.

3. HUNGARY. Sister Gertrud - Maria
She presents the experience of Hungary with a video where the Törok couple, who together with the sister
share the responsibility and the National Direction of the Movement, explain their way of working together
with 6 other couples and the sister, delegating functions under the ideal of being ‘Tools’: the tools of Father
Kentenich for the life of the Hungarian families. Then each couple explains their functions.

5. ON WORKING IN GROUPS
The groups were determined beforehand and as a criterion, at
least one priestly or consecrated
advisor, one lay advisor, one married couple or person whose task
was the diocesan coordination of
the country and also to balance
the number of participants per
country present, so that the contributions would have different
points of view.

Two questions were asked:
1. Mention other experiences
in the area of synodal work
within the movement, that the
participants know of.

2. From what has been exposed
and according to our
experience: to grow in the
work together among priests,
consecrated and lay people in
Schoenstatt, what more can
be done or improved to cover
this need that this era presents
us? With what new and
concrete projects can we carry
it forward? Propose concrete
ideas.

ANSWERS QUESTION 1: Other synodal experiences
Analyzing the responses, in general, they were given in two ways:
A) Experiences of synodal work WITHIN the movement:
 Experience in LAY ADVISORS shared: Argentina (JF and LAF), Brazil (LAF and JM), Chile (Ladies
Federation), Costa Rica (RF and Central America), Paraguay (have in all branches). Hungary in
their shared work in the direction of the country with lay marriage.
• Paraguay - Women Professionals: Diocesan Referents, they are in charge of the
organizational and administrative aspects - Sisters of the spiritual and formative
aspects.
 Experiences in working in COORDINATIONS or COUNCILS WITH Priestly Advisors and/or
Permanent Consecrated: Ecuador (Guayaquil), Brazil (4 regions with lay people in the presidency
of the Council - National Team of the OF ¿COF? - have improved communication and work),
Paraguay (Diocesan Councils), United States (Miami and Houston), Uruguay (Sisters).
 Experiences in working in COORDINATIONS or COUNCILS WITHOUT Priest Advisors and/or
Permanent Consecrated: Argentina (more distant areas), Nicaragua, El Salvador, Puerto Rico
(Council without Movement director).
 Joint work in the FORMATION OF LEADERS: Ecuador (ED- Leaders’ Journey), Chile (JND‘Presidium’, general leadership of leaders), Paraguay (Journeys of leaders and national
advisors); Costa Rica (School of Leaders, School of Leaders and Monitors).
• Paraguay: Girls’ Youth: School of leaders (where they train their leaders). Those in
charge: they divide the tasks with the Consecrated Advisor, assure the ideal and
animate the dioceses that are not functioning.
 Experience of an important LAITY LEADERSHIP in countries or places where there are
occasional visits of Priestly or Consecrated Advisors: Chile (north and south), Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Colombia, Canada.

B) Experiences of synodal work OUTSIDE the movement
 Rosary Campaign (VP): lay work and advisors.
 Work in parishes and Church (joint work and rapprochement); Family and University Missions;
Early Risers, Workshops for parents, Pastoral of Hope (in second union PY and CR), Education:
Schools, Pastoral of Health, Penal Centers; CIEES; Political Groups, Maria Ayuda and others.
C) Several countries have expressed the need to include Diocesan Priests within the Schoenstatt structure
to support the work and growth of the movement.

ANSWERS QUESTION 2: What else can be done or improved? Contributions or
concrete projects to the synod work
From what was transmitted by all the participants (priests, consecrated and lay people) it can be inferred that
there is an openness to synodal work within and outside Schoenstatt as something necessary and important
and that it is part of the ‘mens fundatoris’.
As a proposal to expand or improve the synodal work within Schoenstatt:
 To continue sharing experiences in this sense with other countries in order to learn and replicate,
with the intention of broadening the universal spirit and opening more doors to this option of working
together (Paraguay proposal).
 Conquest of diocesan priests and their integration into the Schoenstatt structure, to work alongside
the laity as well. In this sense, the PJL contributes that for Father Kentenich: “without the diocesan
clergy, Schoenstatt does not sustain itself, a lay movement such as the one that wants to be Schoenstatt,
has to rest on the shoulders of the diocesan clergy”. He recommends two ways of approach:
o Delivering the Pilgrim MTA for their curial houses, not only to the parishes.
o To grow in the direction of being a friend of the diocesan clergy is not only to tell them that we
need them but also what Schoenstatt can offer them.
o Other recommendations: “Conquering the diocesan priests through service” (Paraguay)
 Raise awareness of the importance of the work and mission of the laity (Paraguay):
o Instruct on what is the mission of the laity according to the KP: “They are not a ‘third order’
of the secular Institutes. They are an ‘army in battle order’. (Fr. José Luis Correa) Schoenstatt
is a lay movement.
o “The structure of Schoenstatt avoids, in addition, any type of clericalism, since the advisors do
not possess any juridical right over the communities of the Movement, but only offer them
their service.” (PK)
o They are the “outstretched arms of the consecrated” (Paraguay).
o To take the responsibility of the laity within the Church motivating with phrases such as “It is
the hour of the laity” (PK in Hoerde); “Year of the Laity” (motto of the Church Year of Paraguay);
“We all build Schoenstatt” (Paraguay).
o “May they feel that they are instruments to expand Schoenstatt” (Costa Rica)
o “To take charge of our faith, of our religion and vocation to give the best of ourselves” (Canada).
o To spread apostolates so that everyone has access (Paraguay).
o “Lay people going out”, “taking a leading role”, “empowering ourselves”.
o “To take up the flag that our Father and Founder left us”. “The work in the field of action is
carried out by the laity”. (Paraguay)

o
o
o
o

To get out of the “comfort zone”, “to lose certain fears” (Ecuador).
“To feel like a family and collaborate as a family” (Costa Rica).
“To take more protagonism and to be aware of our role” (Paraguay).
“The laity have a special contribution to make: contact with life. Complementing the
consecrated in contact with reality”. (Argentina)
o “It is important to have a clear vision of the role of the laity within the movement. It
is important to understand that they have an equal position with the consecrated. It is
necessary to create awareness of the lay vocation within the movement” (Puerto Rico).
 Openness of the consecrated and priests to the presence of lay advisors (Ecuador):
o Greater freedom and support of advisors to move forward (Ecuador).
o Cutting the umbilical cord’ (Ecuador)
o “Lay people are complements”, “to enhance with our role what the consecrated ones do”
(Costa Rica)
o “With the help of the laity, the consecrated can also focus on tasks that are more proper
to them” (Costa Rica)
o The ‘consecrated’ advisors can change place and country, the laity remain and are the
element that gives stability. (Puerto Rico)
o In the new community there is trust, common goals, working with each other, mutual
respect, this is the community that Schoenstatt wants to give to the Church (Puerto Rico).
o Closer accompaniment (Paraguay)
o The work of the lay advisors is a great example of synodality. Schoenstatt flourishes
because of the united work of its members.... (Sr. Ma. Auxiliadora)
o To have the vision to detect leaders within the movement is our task and for the future of
Schoenstatt. (Paraguay)
o “In the absence of priests and sisters, the work falls on the laity” (Paraguay).
o “Consecrated advisors should give that push and support in the face of possible resistance
from the family towards the lay advisors” (Ecuador).
o “...walking together implies listening to each other, complementing each other, correcting
each other, stimulating each other, so as not to fall into verticalism...” (Fr. José Luis)
Among the topics discussed in the groups, the importance of detecting, accompanying, training and
educating leaders also played an important role.
“The challenges that we are visualizing depend on our being able to have the vision to detect
those lay advisors, people of the movement who work. To detect strengths, capable of
assuming” (Sr. Ma. Auxiliadora).
 Work on early vocational discernment or discovery for the apostolate:
o In Argentina there is a year fully dedicated to “vocational discernment”, after the Personal
and Marriage Ideal. Its intention is that the person discovers, through his/her talents,
knowledge and abilities, etc., what task he/she has and where he/she has the best
vocation to carry out his/her apostolate (independent of which Schoenstatt community
he/she has a vocation to). This helps to have a better accompaniment and development of
the person that has been very useful for the assignment of tasks, increase of enthusiasm
and commitment, the ardor for the mission and their growth as a person or couple.
o Paraguay does the same, working in the same direction as Argentina. They increase the
number of advisors in this work so that the couples can have a closer accompaniment in
their vocational discernment for their apostolic work.
o To recognize our new future leaders through a very close accompaniment, from heart to
heart. (Paraguay)

 Establish conditions or a profile to be a Lay Advisor that facilitates their detection:
o To have capacity for dialogue and communication, people of trust and transparency, with
capacity and knowledge to transmit the mind of the founder, of real and stable bonds (Puerto
Rico).
o To be on fire for the mission is fundamental; to be committed, formed and prayerful; to have
the accompaniment of a priestly or consecrated advisor (Argentina).
o Training and openness is key. That they generate trust (Ecuador)
o To be at the service of life, avoiding formalism and intellectualism. (Brazil)
o “They should be champions of attachment to the Shrine” (Argentina).
o To be able to adapt to discern how to work together (with consecrated persons), each one
from his originality, with his own contribution. (Argentina)
o Coherent with their life and ideals (Ecuador).
o Responsibility and commitment (USA)
 Establish and/or share formation programs for leaders and advisors:
o Specific training for lay leadership with a mindset changes approach.
o Establish a ‘Lay Advisors Network’: sharing of experiences and training.
o International formation and training of lay people who have the profile to be advisors.
o School of Leaders, Kentenich pedagogy and cases.
o To be ‘Formators of Formators’, the ‘School of Educators’ is being developed in that sense.
“Advisors without training are a danger” (Paraguay).
o School of Formators (Ecuador)
o International School of Leaders - foster a strong cultivation of the spirit. National Leaders’ Day
- Betting on Youth (Mexico)
o Work with the formation of young leaders (Costa Rica).
o Workshop on Leadership Across Borders (USA)
o Virtual Kentenich School (Paraguay) - “To have a passionate heart for the mission” (legacy of
Fr. Antonio Cosp)
o Formation of leaders in current, more controversial topics. Database to see the growth of the
movement at the international level, share experiences of growth.
o Father Kentenich University. Families that help to develop the charism of the founder of
Schoenstatt (Hungary).
o Mothers’ Branch - ‘Mater et Magister’ - workshop to form leaders (Ecuador).

IDEAS ARISING FROM THE CONTRIBUTIONS:
o

Schoenstatt is a movement in movement...it grows in years of life, in
experience and developments. Fr. Kentenich did not invent everything,
many are things that the laity have conquered, that are maintained,
inherited, enriched or adapted. SCHOENSTATT is a movement of
LIFE, of ideas and graces... but life is contagious through life. (Fr.
José Luis Correa)
o

SCHOENSTATT IS BUILT BY US ALL with synodal work
(Paraguay)
o

To overcome clericalism is to have a synodal work (Costa
Rica).
o “Lay people going out” (Costa Rica)

o “In the Schoenstatt Work, the laity are not a ‘third order’
of the Secular Institutes...they have an essential and
leading role” (Fr. Kentenich).
o Schoenstatt has in the laity an army in battle order (Fr.
José Luis Correa).
o Schoenstatt’s richness is the federative organization.
o Schoenstatt flourishes because of the united work of its
members. “The challenges we are envisioning depend on our
being able to have the vision to detect these lay advisors”. (Sr. Ma.
Auxiliadora)
__________________________________________________________
POSSIBLE TOPICS TO DEEPEN AND WORK ON IN THE FUTURE:2
 Advisors: the challenge of collegial, coordinated and disciplined leadership and encouragement
 Is it the same: federative and synodal?3
 Synodal work within Schoenstatt: a tension between the healthy autonomy of the communities and
the demand for greater and better coordination.
 Creative Fidelity’: how can we creatively adapt to the times while remaining faithful to the principles
of our founder in synodal work?

2

Suggested reading from the Pontifical Magisterium:
John Paul II: Spirituality of communion (unity is not uniformity. NMI 43).
Francis: EG and FT
Benedict XVI: The Symphony of the Church

3

Fr. Juan Pablo Cattoggio, during his visit to Costa Rica in January 2022, shared a reflection of his on this topic to the Diocesan
Coordinators of the movement that would be a good complement: “Synodality is ‘federativity’ in action”. Schoenstatt has much
to contribute in this.

